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Madrid is the largest city in Spain with plenty of sightseeing options. It may take tourists weeks to
fully appreciate Madrid. However, there are shorter sightseeing tours of Madrid available from the
myriad of tour agencies in town. One of the more popular sightseeing tours of Madrid is the 4-Day
tour that covers the cities of Seville, Cordoba and Granada which starts from Madrid.

Total package

The popular 4-day Madrid outskirt tour is a total package which covers three nightsâ€™ accommodation
in Seville, Cordoba and Granada. The entrance fees of the various sightseeing spots are included in
this total holiday package; there is a local guide in every sightseeing stop to explain the relevant
history and offer interesting information to the tourists.  Tourists enjoy this tour because they get to
travel in a comfortable air-conditioned coach with most meals provided. Meals which are not
provided are usually obtained at interesting sights where a lot of food options are available.

Tourists would have a whale of their time trying out various local delicacies. There is no worry over
all the needs of the tourists as most of the needful would be taken care of. Exclusions such as
gratuities, snacks, hotel pickups or drop off would be notified prior to the tour. Such packages can
be booked and confirmed within 48 hours as these are very popular tours. There are child rates
although the package caters to a twin sharing basis.

Itinerary

This delightful 4-day tour out of Madrid begins with a journey to Don Quijote country which is more
famously known as â€˜The Man out of La Manchaâ€™. The beautiful countryside will amaze the tourists as
they reach Cordoba soon enough for lunch and a city tour which covers the famous Mosque and
ancient Jewish Quarter. The journey continues to Seville for a good rest for the night at a
comfortable 3-star or 4-star hotel.

The second day springs up with a refreshing morning city tour which passes by the city Cathedral,
the ancient Santa Cruz Quarter and the delightful Maria Luisa Gardens. Tourists would appreciate
the afternoon off to enjoy more sights and culture at leisure.

The third day moves on to Granada where one can view the majestic Moorish Alhambra and well
kept Generalife Gardens with breakfast and dinner provided. Most tourists are amazed to view the
ancient Moorish monument in all its totality. After a restful night in Granada, tourists would head
back to Madrid via Toledo where this World Heritage city offers a rich culture from the various eras
of Phoenician, Moors, Jews and Christians.
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